In any event, Daniel paid none of his
premium once it increased and did not
apply for a new policy before the existing
one lapsed.
On Jan. 6, 2012, SBLI sent a notice of
policy lapse to the parties' home, notifying
Daniel that he could revive the policy by
applying for reinstatement and paying
the overdue premium. By that point, the
couple was separated and Daniel was
living elsewhere.
In a phone conversation with the
plaintiff a week later, Wood apparently
reiterated why the policy premium had
jumped and, in response to Michelle's
query about their options, told her they
needed to reapply for new contracts. In
response to her concerns about Daniel's
policy having lapsed, leaving him
uncovered, Wood apparently told her
they would have to do a reinstatement
that would entail paying the entire $5,340.
He also allegedly said, "I don't think you
want to do that;' reiterating that it would
be cheaper for him to apply for a new
plan instead.
Wood
allegedly
never
offered
reinstatement pending approval as an
option, nor did he discuss installment
payments - provided for under the
policy - to maintain coverage while the
new application was pending. He also
apparently did not discuss the possibility
of a refund if the new policy was issued.

Wood later testified in a deposition that
he could earn a commission only if Daniel
purchased a new policy.
In March 2012, Daniel applied for
a new policy, On May 2, SBLI notified
him that he had been denied. SBLI sent
the notification to the Hopedale address
instead of Daniel's new Sandwich address,
so Michelle was unaware of the denial
until after he died on June 6. Had they
learned of the denial before his death, he
could have sought reinstatement under
the lapsed policy.
Michelle's subsequent claim for death
benefits was denied. On March 20, 2015,
she filed suit in Superior Court alleging
breach of contract due to SBLI's failure to
automatically renew the original policy.
She also alleged negligent supervision of
Wood as well as deceit and violation of
Chapter 93A.
Judge Dennis J. Curran ruled that the
contract claim was barred by the two
year limitations provision in the policy
and dismissed the other claims as a matter
of law.
Michelle appealed.

argument that Michelle's remarnmg
claims were "disguised contract claims"
also barred by the limitations provision.
"The deceit and negligent supervision
claims are based not on the contract,
but on the .. . telephone conversations
with Wood;' Sullivan wrote. "These
conversations do not form the basis of
a breach of contract claim [and] sound
in torf'
The court also looked to Creative
Playthings, in which the SJC approved
a limitations provision in a contract
where it was subject to negotiation by
the parties, was not otherwise limited by
controlling statute, was reasonable, and
was not contrary to public policy.
"Here, in contrast ... the deceit and
deceit-based statutory claims are not
claims based 'on th(e] policy; do not
'aris[e] from [the] contract; and are
not 'in respect to' the policy;' Sullivan
wrote.liim

Sounding in tort

DECISION: No (Appeals Court)

The Appeals Court noted that Michelle
was not arguing that the limitations
period was unenforceable as to her
contract claim.
At the same time, it rejected SBLI 's
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